Abstract. We present observations of precursor ULF wave activity and energetic electron flows detected by the WIND spaceemit just prior to entry of the lunar wake on 27 December 1994. This activity occurs upstream of the wake on field lines directly connected to the wake penumbra region. The activity ceases near the penumbra entrance. The observations of upstream ULF wave activity and solar wind counterstreaming electron flows is similar to observations made upstream of collisionless bow shocks. Analogously, the wake precursor region is characterized by thennalization and infonnation propagation ahead of the wake structure.
Introduction
The WIND spacecraft was launched on ! November 1994 as a laboratory to study the normal and disturbed solar wind magnetoplasma prior to reaching the earth. in order to achieve a favorable orbital trajectory, the WIND spacecraft made a close swingby of the moon on 27 December !994. Although not a primary mission objective, this dose lunar encounter allowed an opportunity to study the interaction of the large body with the solar wind, now with unprecedented temporal, spatial, and spectral resolution. As described in the previous paper, a distinct observation of a lunar wake was made by the WIND magnetometer (MF!) [Owen et al., 1996] . In this paper we report on activity occurring in a region adjacent to the wake. As we shall describe, the nature of the activity bares a striking resemblance to activity in foreshock regions commonly observed adjacent to planetary and interplanetary shocks.
As magnetoplasma flows around a large obstacle like the earth's moon, both ions and electrons trajectories are dramatically affected. As described by Ness [1970] and references therein, both species are absorbed at the lunar surface, thereby creating a void of plastna in the tra'fiing lunar wake region. By removing die plasma, the perturbing body also creates a magnetic wave that extends outward from behind the moon, much like the wave associated with a boat wake. The size of the lunar radius is much larger than the ion gyroradius, and as such both solar wind electron and ion trajectories are altered by the occluding lunar disk. Consequently, the magnetic wake disturbance associated with the moon is considered AlfYenic in nature. Due to their greater thermal speed, the ambient electrons fill in the evacuated wake region faster than the ions, thereby creating an arebipolar electric field that retards the velocities of electrons and increases the velocities of the ions in a self-consistent way. In theory, such an electric field may be detected some distance upstream from the wake region by the reflected particles and corresponding wave signature. •Institut fur Geophysics und Meteorlogic der Universitat zu Koln, 500 Koln41, Germany.
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0094-8534/96/96GL.-013 5 550 5.00 identification of a lunar wake was made by Explorer 35 as it orbited close ( < 5 lunar radii) to the moon (again, see the review by Ness [1970] and references thereby). As detected by the onboard magnetometer, the edges of the wake consist of a distinct magnetic compression followed by a longer rarefaction. In the central wake region, the magnetic field stren•hs tend to rise due to the collective effects of currents generated at the wake boundary [Owen et al., 1996] . The signature of the lunar wake is quite clear, with these compression/rarefaction regions being located symmetrically about the central wake region. In many instances, the ramfactions are more distinct than the compressions, thus these features are more easily recognizable in a time-series [Whang and Ness, 1970] .
Besides the quasi-DC magnetic signature o fthe lunar wake, Explorer 35 also detected significant ULF wave activity both upstream and downstream o f the wake, on field lines magnetically-connected to the penumbral region [Ness and Sehatten, 1969] . Close to the moon, the signal level of the waves became significant, approaching 2-3 nanoTesla (nT) in total magnitude. Thus, the wave variation (i.e., Delta-B/B) approached 50%. Unfortunately, the spectral properties of the waves were difficult to determine due to a mismatch between the sampling rate of 0.2 Hz and the intrinsic sensor bandwidth of 5 Hz [Ness and Sehatten, 1969] .
Associated particle distribution measurements were also unavailable. It was postulated that electron anisotropies [Ness and Schatten, 1969] or perturbed electron flows from gradient drifts [Kral! and Tidman, 1969] were responsible for the upstream wave activity, but dearly more details with respect to the wave and electron properties were required to make of the body, making its closest approach on the antisunward side. The moon was located nearly 60 Rc upstream of the earth near 8 hours local thne. Tlms, the spacecraft was positioned in the solar wind, upstream and distant from the terrestrial magnetosphere. Besides these DC magnetic, particle, and electric wave observations, the WIND magnetometer also detected anomalous ULF magnetic wave activity that occurred continuously for nearly an hour prior to the wake entry. Unlike the situation with Explorer 35, there is now complete magnetic waveform and simultaneous high resolution electron measurements which can be used to uniquely identify the physical processes occurring in this active region. The ULF wave activity and corresponding particle measurements are the subject of this work. (co -n co/Ic -n,l,,, However, there is an obvious anomalous electron flow that is propagating counter to the incoming solar wind. This component is indicated in the figures. For example, the distribution indicates the presence of electrons counterflowing from the wake, a•g as a very hot anisotropic bemn-tytx• distribution. In the particular example, the anomalous flow appears to have both an obliquely-propagating and parallel propagating component. The former component ap!xm• as "ears" on the dism•bufions, with enhan•ents extending to many 100's of electron volts. The latter is identified by the ridges of extended contours in the parallel direction. Such distributions are typically observed simultaneous with the ULF magnetic waves, and could be the free energy source for the waves.We recognize that the presence of electron flows upstream of the lunar wake is reminiscent of the electron flows in the foreshock regions of bow shocks [Filbert and Kellogg, 1979; Fitzenreiter, 1995] .
Observations
According to cold plasma theory [Stix, 1962] There are a couple of possible scenarios for generating this upstream activity. Within the wake, it is expected that an ambipolar quasi-DC electric field should form due to the violation of charge neutrality. Specifically, solar wind electrons quickly fi!l in behind the wake in a region devoid of ions. This occupation of one charged species over the other will create an electric field which repels electrons. The situation has been described recently by Ogilvie et al. [1996] . This field should reflect incoming solar wind electrons and may give rise to the enhanced electron flows away from the wake region, thereby creating an electron anisotropy and subsequent ULF wave activity via stixnulated emission (i.e., an instability).
A second viable scenario is that electrons become concentrated in pitch angle forming a "source cone" due to the movement from the relatively higher magnetic field region in the wake to lower fields in adjacent regions outside. It should be noted that electrons within the wake near 90 o pitch angle will be concentrated to near 60 ø pitch angle in regions outside the wake in association with the 25 % decrease in field stren•h. The formation o fsueh a so urce cone distribution is consistent with the tneasured distribution shown in Figure 4 By analogy, one might also consider the region upstream of the wake as a "forewake", implying the presence of anisotropic electron distributions and wave activity. This precursor region appears to convey information to the intowing solar wind electrons on the upcoming presence of the lunar wake. Future WIND passages through the lunar nightside region should yield valuable insights on the formation of the wake and , precursor regions.
